
 Area 
National Curriculum          

Programme of Study 
The knowledge I will gain from my project... Mini outcomes 
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Pupils should use maps, atlases, 
globes and digital/computer        
mapping to locate countries and  
describe features studied 
 

Final Assessment  Judgement: 

 Using grid references I can locate Greece on a map and find 

out some key facts about the country 

Using key knowledge create mini-postcards describing 

their location including grid references 
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Pupils should learn about the       
physical geography including:       
climate zones, vegetation belts,     
rivers, mountains and landscape 
 

Final Assessment  Judgement 

 I can identify the key aspects of physical geography in Greece 
Compare how land use affected and  influenced         

Ancient Greek life.  
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 Pupils should be taught about         

Ancient Greece—a study of Greek 

life and achievements and their                

influences on the western world. 

 

Final Assessment  Judgement: 

 I am able to understand where ancient Greek civilisation fits 

on a timeline 

Create a timeline of events using the children’s prior 

knowledge           

 I understand the similarities differences between Athens and 

Sparta and that they were two different states 

 I can give the definition of the word democracy and explore 

whether Athens and Sparta were democratic states  

Research the states and record findings in a table.   

Use investigative skills to explore the meaning of the 

word democracy and what it looked like across both 

states.  

 

 I can explore the daily life of an Ancient Greek 

 Clothing 

 Education 

 Men/Women 

 Leisure including food and hobbies 

 Home life 

Research and design a fact file about daily life in       

Ancient Greece.  

 I can recall key facts and knowledge about Ancient Greek  

warfare  

 I can explain how the Persian war united Athens and Sparta  

 I understand why the battles of Marathon and Thermopylae 

Using secondary sources find out about Greek warfare. 
 

Use drama to explain the Battle of Marathon. Create a 

storyboard retelling the events of the battle of         

Thermopylae. 

 I can name the Greek Gods and discuss the beliefs of the     

Ancient Greeks 

Create, make and use a packet that includes pockets 

and to store top trump cards based on the features and 

characteristics of the Greek Gods.  

 Identify and explain that the Parthenon was a place of         

Ancient Greek worship 

Study the Parthenon and create a detailed sketch.  

 To find out how Greece has evolved from the ancient times to 

the busy tourist country it is now 

 

Spot the difference between then and now 

Is it all a myth? Y5 
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National Curriculum Programme of 
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The knowledge I will gain from my project... Mini outcomes 
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 Portals to the past which will include:  

 Archimedes’ Ostomachion—the oldest known mathematical puzzle. 

 Petteia—a Greek strategy game 

 Myths and legends—the children are transported to a Greek theatre where they re-enact Greek myths and legends 

 A demonstration by a  Greek warrior who will demonstrate his weapons and armour 

 Differences between the city states of Athens  and Sparta. 

 Mini Olympic games  

P
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If we are what we repeatedly do, then is excellence a habit rather than an act?  

 

Pupils to select from and use a wider range of 

tools and equipment to perform practical tasks   

Pupils use a range of materials and components,      

including materials and textiles  according to their 

functional properties and aesthetic qualities  

Final Assessment  Judgement:  

 To make simple pulleys, lever or geared items to support 

movement -   

Explore the creation of both levers 

and pulleys which were invented by 

Archimedes (Ancient Greece).  Use 

k’nex kits to develop a pulley and lev-

er structure.  
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To create a set of instructions of how to use the 

levers and pulleys . 

A
rt 

Pupils should improve their mastery of art and 

design techniques. 

 

Final Assessment  Judgement: 

 To create a design for my Greek print. 

 Create a detailed block for printing using string, card, foam 

or lino. 

 Select the appropriate tool and materials for the task and 

use them safely.  

 To use my detailed block design to create my Greek print.  

Create a print block which can be 

used to create a Greek pattern  

 

Significant Figures: Aristotle, Socrates, Aeosop, Alexander the Great 

Is it all a myth? 

Final Project Outcome Audience 

To present a showcase based around Ancient Greek  

theatre  and presenting our work around pulleys and  

Levers and how they were used in the theatre.  

Parents and year 3 and 4.  

Y5 


